
[Speaker Mounting Bracket]

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION YS-500
YS-600

The YS-500 is a bracket to mount the F-500WP speaker system on the wall or pole in outdoor applica-
tions. (The YS-600 is for the F-600WP speaker system.)

Attach plate A to the rear of the speaker with four of acces-
sory speaker fixing bolts (M8×25).

For mounting the YS-500

If mounting the speaker on a pole.
1. Attach two C plates to plate B to match the diameter of a

pole, using eight screws (M4 × 10) for fixing plate C.
(Use four screws per plate C.)
Note that the pole's diameter has to be from about 90mm
to 340mm.

For mounting the YS-600

2. Run the YS-60B band (optional) through slots in plate C to
attach a plate B/C assembly to the pole.
Note.
Be sure to fasten the assembly by the top and bottom
bands.

If mounting the speaker on the wall.
1. Align two C plates with the outermost hole in plate B and

attach them to the plate B using eight accessory fixing
screws (M4 × 10) for plate C.

Dimensions for wall mounting
Loosely attach angle adjustment bolts (M8 × 25) to plate A (fit-
ted with the speaker) and fit the bolts into the angle adjust-
ment slots in plate B mounted on the wall or pole. At the
same time, fit bottom tabs on plate A into bottom slots in
plate B.
Tighten the bolts when the speaker angle is decided. The
angles are adjustable from 10° to 25° (downward direction).

Bolt the two C plates on the wall through four mounting
holes. Note that no bolts or nuts are supplied with unit for
this purpose. When mounting, therefore, use appropriate
bolts and nuts allowing for material and construction of the
wall.

DANGER.
If the wall on which the speaker is mounted is not
strong, the speaker can fall, involving a risk of in-
juries. To avoid this, make sure that the wall is strong
enough to stand the speaker weight and that the nuts
are tightened at four places.

PRECAUTIONS
After mounting the speaker, be sure to re-confirm
that every screw is tightened.
Toa takes no responsibility for any accidents such
as the fall of the speaker caused by weak walls or
wrong installation methods.
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Important: READ RULE FOR SAFE INSTALLATION AND OPERATION CAREFULLY.

YS-500 YS-600

Installation



Please see the reverse side for English manual.


